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SHIFT Dance Intensive 
Abstract 
Currently, Hong Kong “lags behind” other countries in terms of arts and cultural 
development (Chow). There is a lack of support for the arts in Hong Kong (Chow; Lee). 
Although Hong Kong needs world class, high quality performances in order to develop and build 
arts audiences (Lee), dance training in Hong Kong is inadequate at enabling dancers to reach an 
international level (Yung). My senior thesis project investigates how to increase dance education 
opportunities, nurture local talent, develop the artistic community and increase community 
engagement with dance by developing and executing a summer dance intensive in Hong Kong. 
My project, SHIFT Dance Intensive, connects Hong Kong dancers to internationally renowned 
artists, provides them with high quality contemporary dance training, and facilitates the growth 
of the local dance community. To examine methods for developing dance in the Hong Kong 
community, I research current dance programs and dance training in Hong Kong, create a 
marketing plan, market the intensive to local Hong Kong dancers and will run the intensive from 
August 5 to 9, 2019. 
Section 1: Genesis of SHIFT Dance Intensive 
 
My senior thesis is a plan for marketing and executing SHIFT Dance Intensive, a summer 
dance intensive in Hong Kong. SHIFT Dance Intensive will bring internationally-renowned 
dance artists Joseph Davis and Haley Heckethorn from LA-based company BODYTRAFFIC to 
Hong Kong to teach a week-long immersion in contemporary dance for pre-professional and 
professional dancers ages 13 and above.  
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The thirty-hour week-long intensive will be hosted at Red Shoe Dance Company in Hong 
Kong from August 5 to 9, 2019, 9am to 4pm each day. During this intensive, participants will 
experience classes in ballet, contemporary dance and BODYTRAFFIC repertoire. Guest artists 
and participants will also collaborate to create new choreography. The week will culminate in an 
in-studio showing held on the 9th of August. During this informal showing, participants will 
perform what they have learned during the intensive. The showing will be free and open to the 
public to allow the larger Hong Kong community to engage with dance. 
Why this thesis?  
I chose to do this project because of my personal experiences as a dancer in Hong Kong. 
When I was a dance student in Hong Kong, I found that there were very little learning and 
performance opportunities for dance. There were also very few opportunities to train with 
professional dancers. I felt that the training in Hong Kong was poor and the standard was much 
lower than that of other countries. At Loyola Marymount University, I had the opportunity to 
learn from exceptional dance artists. I experienced different approaches to dance and different 
styles within contemporary and modern dance, such as countertechnique, contact improvisation 
etc. There are many facets to dance that students in Hong Kong are not exposed to. Looking back 
at my training in Hong Kong, I wish I had more learning opportunities that broadened my 
perspective on dance and exposed me to what was happening in dance internationally. The 
genesis of SHIFT Dance Intensive and my idea to utilize internationally-renowned guest artists 
came from a need I saw in dance training based on my personal experiences.  
I also wanted to create a dance program to allow people to experience the positive 
benefits of dance. According to a study by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council on Hong 
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Kong dance audiences and participants, dance provides emotional, self-development, intellectual 
and social benefits (“Arts Participation and Consumption Survey – Annex 2 – Dance Report”). 
Scholars such as Gardner et al. also argue that dance has the following benefits on dance class 
participants: self-confidence in themselves and in social relationships; opportunity to explore or 
maintain social, community, and cultural values; and experiences of the self, body and world 
beyond the everyday (703). Supporting dance, arts and culture is therefore important because of 
its positive impact on participants.  
However, there are a lack of dance opportunities and training in Hong Kong. According 
to South China Morning Post writer, Vivienne Chow, Hong Kong “lags behind” other countries, 
such as South Korea and Taiwan, in terms of arts and cultural development. Major performing 
arts companies have called attention to the lack of government support and funding for arts and 
culture in Hong Kong (Chow). These arts groups claim that “the government had not allocated 
additional resources for culture in real terms for more than a decade” (Chow). Hong Kong 
performing artist, Birdy Wong Chin-yan, blames the government’s lack of attention for the 
“dismal state of the arts” (Lee).  
In addition to lack of support, the quality of Hong Kong dance programs is low. Louis Yu 
Kwok, CEO of the West Kowloon Cultural District, argues that Hong Kong needs world class, 
high quality performances in order to build arts audiences and develop culture (Lee). However, 
South China Morning Post writer Vanessa Yung, argues that schools, such as the Hong Kong 
Academy for Performing Arts, are not enough to help dancers reach an international level. 
Dancers have to attend overseas dance programs for better training, yet lack the means to do so 
(Yung). The opportunity to learn from leading internationally-renowned teachers is rare for 
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Hong Kong dancers even at major dance programs such as Red Shoe Dance Company, 
Studiodanz, Hong Kong Youth Arts Foundation, Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts and 
City Contemporary Dance Company. An examination of these dance programs shows the lack of 
quality contemporary dance programs providing local dancers the opportunity to work closely 
with leading internationally-renowned dancers (​Red Shoe Dance Company​; ​Studiodanz​; ​Hong 
Kong Youth Arts Foundation​; ​Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts​; ​City Contemporary 
Dance Company​).  
Because of my personal experiences and secondary research on the Hong Kong dance 
community, I created SHIFT Dance Intensive to facilitate the artistic development and education 
of dancers in Hong Kong. 
Learning objectives and research methods 
By planning, creating, marketing and executing my own dance intensive, I hoped to learn 
how to increase dance education opportunities, nurture local talent, facilitate artistic development 
and foster the Hong Kong community’s engagement with dance. I wanted to learn how to help 
fill the gap in Hong Kong dance training and allow dancers to reach an international level of 
dance. Furthermore, I wanted to learn about the process of creating, planning, organizing and 
executing a dance program.  
In order to understand how to develop the dance scene in Hong Kong through educational 
programs, I researched both internationally well-known summer intensives and current dance 
programs in Hong Kong. I utilized secondary research methods and talked to experienced dance 
faculty at LMU to learn more about dance intensives. I worked closely with my mentor Lillian 
Barbeito, the co-artistic director of BODYTRAFFIC. Her dance company runs annual summer 
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intensives and her company has also served as Cultural Ambassadors for the United States 
teaching dance around the world. Investigating leading summer intensives provided insight into 
curriculums, classes, teachers and structures of dance programs that effectively support 
participants’ learning and growth.  
Furthermore, I examined the Hong Kong dance scene to learn about the opportunities, 
classes, and experiences Hong Kong dancers need for artistic development. I talked to dance 
educators from different programs such as Red Shoe Dance Company, Studiodanz, and Hong 
Kong Youth Arts Foundation. I also conducted secondary research to find out more about the 
Hong Kong dance scene through online searches.  
 I experimented with different marketing tools and methods in order to market the 
summer intensive and determine how to effectively reach and communicate with dancers in 
Hong Kong. I spoke to marketing and dance professors at LMU to learn how to develop an 
effective marketing strategy. I also conducted online research to see how other summer 
intensives market their programs.  
During and after the intensive, I will talk to participants about their experiences. I will 
also survey the participants at the end of the week. In doing this, I want to learn how to better 
understand participants’ experiences with the intensive, and how future dance programs can 
better fit their needs and support the growth of the local dance community.  
Potential challenges 
From my initial research speaking with dance educators in Hong Kong, I identified 
numerous challenges. Firstly, the Hong Kong dance educators I spoke to felt that concert dance 
is not popular amongst youths. Some teachers felt that even contemporary dance is new to Hong 
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Kong and growing. One teacher I spoke to emphasized that because the concert dance scene is 
not as developed in Hong Kong, it may not be worth it to hire an international artist. In addition, 
many dance educators noted that students often go abroad for summer vacation. Timing of a 
summer intensive would therefore make it difficult to get enrollments. 
Dance and the arts are also not very supported in Hong Kong. There are limited resources 
and funding for the arts. As mentioned previously, secondary research showed the dance scene in 
Hong Kong is small. Dance educators also noted that dance is seen as more of a hobby than a 
career, and recreational students are less likely to enroll in a dance intensive.  
Lastly, the market is also fragmented. A dance teacher I spoke to said that the market is 
divided between expats and locals. She mentioned that it is important to make a distinction 
between whether you are targeting expat or local students because if you are targeting locals, the 
price of the program would need to be lower. On the other hand, many expats go away for the 
summer holidays. There are also language differences between the two groups; expats speak 
mostly English and locals speak mostly Cantonese. 
Senior thesis in relation to my experiences as a dance artist at LMU 
As a dance artist at LMU, I learned that I want to inspire a global community of creative, 
diverse and empowered movers by sharing my joy and passion for dance and marketing. 
My courses at LMU taught me about the power of dance to connect people, empower 
people and celebrate a diversity of individuals. I saw how dance can make a positive impact in 
the wider community when I taught dance to fourth graders at a nearby elementary school. The 
dance classes encouraged a positive, supportive environment and boosted the students’ 
self-esteem. In addition, I was a member of the marketing team for​ “We Speak Dance,” a Netflix 
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series that unites people from various political, cultural, social and geographical backgrounds 
through the universal language of dance. We promoted community and intercultural connectivity 
by planning and executing​ dance events, such as a LGBTQ+ dance protest, that encouraged 
communities to come together and dance. 
My senior thesis is the culmination of my LMU experiences where I combine my dance 
and marketing majors to promote dance and its potential for positive impact in the world. SHIFT 
Dance Intensive fosters international connections, provides opportunities to Hong Kong dancers, 
builds the local dance scene and provides free performances involving the wider Hong Kong 
community. 
Section 2: Process 
After I decided what I wanted to do and what I wanted to achieve with my senior thesis 
project, I began researching international dance intensives as well as Hong Kong dance 
programs. I did secondary research on the values, goals, and curriculum of Springboard Danse 
Montréal and the BODYTRAFFIC Summer Program. These leading programs influenced my 
vision and goals for SHIFT Dance Intensive. I resonated with the part in Springboard’s mission 
statement about connecting dancers with internationally renowned dance companies and 
contributing to the cultural life of Montreal (​Springboard Danse Montréal​). I liked how 
Springboard also has installations and pop-up performances throughout the city during the 
summer. This is something I would like to implement further on as SHIFT Dance Intensive 
grows. Similar to Springboard Danse Montréal, SHIFT Dance Intensive will connect dancers 
with internationally renowned dance artists. Initially, I wanted workshops to be taught by one 
Hong Kong artist and one international artist to further the international connectivity of the 
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program. However, I later decided to focus on having international guest artists because that is 
the unique selling point of the program. Inspired by Springboard’s mission statement, I also 
wanted SHIFT Dance Intensive to support the cultural and artistic development of Hong Kong. 
In the long-term, I wanted SHIFT Dance Intensive to become Asia’s leading platform for 
facilitating career development, education and major transitions for artists. ​I also liked the 
BODYTRAFFIC Summer Program values of artistic and technical breakthroughs, and joy 
(​BODYTRAFFIC​). These are values I wanted to implement into SHIFT Dance Intensive. From 
this, I decided that SHIFT Dance Intensive​ will be a rigorous training program to foster learning 
and growth. After researching these two programs and further refining my mission and vision 
statements I decided on the following: “Mission: To facilitate the artistic development and 
education of dance artists, local communities and the world” and “Vision: To inspire and 
empower a global community of dancer artists and movers.” I am satisfied with these versions 
because they are more broad and allow for expansion and growth of the project.  
Based on my experience as a dance student in Hong Kong and my secondary research on 
Hong Kong dance programs, I felt dance training in Hong Kong could be improved by a unique 
program that gave participants the opportunity to work intensively and build connections with 
international contemporary dance artists. However, my discussions with dance educators from 
different programs in Hong Kong such as Red Shoe Dance Company, Studiodanz, and Hong 
Kong Youth Arts Foundation, made it seem that my initial idea for the project would not be 
successful. Talking to them affirmed some of my worries: that the Hong Kong dance scene is 
small, concert dance is not popular and many students go away from the holidays. A lot of them 
discussed finding a way to minimize risks and costs such as partnering with a studio to run the 
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intensive or teaching the intensive myself. A main takeaway from these discussions was that I 
need to have a clear vision to justify the cost of bringing an international artist in comparison to 
teaching the intensive myself. Because I wanted to raise the level of contemporary dance in 
Hong Kong and support aspiring/ professional dancers with furthering their career, I believed 
that it was necessary to hire a high caliber international artist who could provide a lot of value for 
advanced students. I therefore changed the target market of my project from 13-18 year old 
aspiring dancers to 13+ year old pre-professional and professional dancers. Pre-professional and 
professional dancers wanting to go to college dance programs, full-time dance programs or dance 
professionally would benefit the most from being taught by an international artist. After talking 
to teachers in Hong Kong, I decided that to begin with I would run the intensive in partnership 
with an existing studio due to my lack of financial resources. I felt that Edge ‘n Pointe would be 
a good partner because their advanced students, particularly in their performing company, fit my 
intended target market. After discussing potential challenges with modern and concert dance not 
being popular in Hong Kong, I decided to rebrand the intensive as a contemporary dance 
intensive, because people are more familiar with contemporary dance. 
Over the course of the spring semester, my mentor Lillian Barbeito, co-artistic director of 
BODYTRAFFIC, guided me in developing my project. Barbeito has a lot of experience in 
planning summer intensives and hiring international guest artists to teach at her intensives. I 
talked to her about concerns and possible challenges with the project that came up when I was in 
Hong Kong. Barbeito’s advice contrasted what teachers in Hong Kong said to me. After talking 
to her, I was inspired to dream big and follow through with my original idea of bringing 
US-based dance artists to teach at SHIFT Dance Intensive. My main takeaway from my talk with 
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Lillian Barbeito was to dream big and start big. This was interesting because other people 
suggested starting small. Others suggested I teach the intensive myself to keep costs down or 
partner with another studio. However, Lillian advised me to avoid partnerships, run the program 
myself and to find the biggest or best studio in Hong Kong to run the intensive at.  
Developing the marketing plan  
In developing the marketing plan, I first focused on the branding. I wanted the brand to 
have values of international connectivity and community, empowerment, creativity and curiosity, 
and artistic development. The mission and vision statement of SHIFT Dance Intensive, as well as 
what I value in dance, influenced the values I chose for the for the intensive.  
I then had Corinne Ang create a logo. I wanted the SHIFT logo to incorporate bold lines 
or bold fonts to communicate the transformative and empowering values of the intensive. I also 
wanted the lines to intersect to communicate the importance of connectivity. I chose yellow as 
the brand colour because it communicates creativity, joy, warmth and energy. It also emphasizes 
SHIFT Dance Intensive’s values of empowerment, artistic growth and development, connection 
and community, and creativity.  
After deciding on the branding, values, missions, goals and target market for the project, I 
started to plan out details such as date, time, schedule classes. I created the schedule based on 
BODYTRAFFIC’s summer intensive because I had participated in their program before and 
liked the format. The SHIFT Dance Intensive schedule is as follows:  
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The SHIFT Dance Intensive offers classes such as ballet, contemporary techniques with 
floorwork and partnering skills, repertoire, and creation. Apart from ballet, I chose the other 
classes to offer techniques different from what students in Hong Kong would be used to. I 
wanted the program to expand students’ knowledge of contemporary dance. I included an 
informal showing so that members of the local community would be able to watch and be part of 
the dance experience. The informal showing will also showcase what the participants learned. It 
will provide me with the opportunity to generate photo and video materials to market future 
intensives. When meeting with Dr. Teresa Heiland, dance professor at LMU, she mentioned that 
including a social element to intensives helps make it a more positive experience for participants. 
After speaking with her, I added a lunch session with the guest artists so participants would be 
able to connect with the guest artists and other participants outside of a classroom/ studio setting. 
I felt that a meet the artist lunch session also helps foster a community environment. 
Afterwards, I developed a marketing strategy for how to best reach the target audience. I 
thought of strategies for promotion, advertising and pricing. I priced the intensive at $5,000 
HKD ($625 USD) which is a price similar to what other intensives cost per week. I decided on 
typical sales promotions for intensive programs such as early registration discounts. I then 
developed marketing materials based on my marketing plan and brand style. I created flyers, 
social media posts and a website (see Appendix A, B, C, D). Afterwards, I made contact lists of 
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various dance organizations, studios and schools that I could then reach out to to promote the 
project. After showing my marketing plan to dance faculty and getting their feedback, I also 
sought feedback from faculty at LMU’s College for Business Administration. The feedback I 
received from business professors was very positive. A key takeaway from talking to my 
marketing professor was to edit my project to really emphasize the two unique aspects of the 
program - international artists and contemporary dance. He then told me to make sure that these 
unique aspects are highlighted throughout the whole pitch and to make sure the whole strategy 
aligns with the unique selling points.  
Planning logistics and details 
Planning logistics, budgets and the execution of the project was the most difficult part 
because I had never run or organized an intensive before. Professor Barbeito helped me with the 
budget and I was better able to estimate costs. I looked up prices online for accomodations, 
flights, and studio rental. For costs like teaching fees and per diems, I asked my Barbeito what a 
good estimate would be. I estimated the costs to be around $12,000 USD and calculated that I 
needed approximately 19 participants paying full price to break-even.  
In addition, I wrote emails asking guest artists and studios asking if they would be 
interested in being involved in the project. I then began to find a venue for the intensive. I 
worked with my mentor to write emails to various studios. After back and forth with some 
venues and assessing the various prices, I decided to use the space of my old dance studio, Red 
Shoe Dance Company. Red Shoe Dance Company has a large and good studio space. The 
director also gave me a discount as an ex-student. I also wrote template emails to artists which I 
can send out to dancers asking them to participate in future intensives.  
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Although the summer intensive will not take place till August, I began to execute the 
project and work out logistics over the course of the semester. For example, I created a contract 
and agreement with artists. For the 2019 SHIFT Dance Intensive, I decided to use dancers from 
BODYTRAFFIC because they are an excellent and well-known company. In addition, Lillian 
Barbeito is the co-artistic director so I already have a connection with the company. I started 
with a sample contract and then worked with Barbeito to discuss terms, payment, what the artists 
would do, who would teach etc. We discussed what kinds of classes would be taught based on 
the strengths for her dancers. She recommended dancers Joseph Davis and Haley Heckethorn to 
be the guest artists because she felt they were the strongest at teaching amongst the company 
members. This process of developing a contract took a few weeks, which was longer than I 
anticipated. It made me nervous because I really wanted to start promoting the intensive as soon 
as possible before potential participants made other summer plans.  
I then setup a method for people to register for the intensive. I created a registration form 
using Google Forms because I thought it would be the easiest way to collect responses. I 
considered having people email their information but thought that a Google Form would be 
easiest. After that, I setup a PayPal account so participants would be able to pay. This was 
difficult as I had not used PayPal to collect payments before. Paypal also charges a fee so it was 
difficult to charge the PayPal fee as part of the payment. When setting up a way to enable 
participants to pay, I decided between sending invoices to each participant individually or 
creating a payment button to add to the website. After playing around with this, experimenting 
and looking at PayPal tutorials online, I felt that a PayPal button on the website would be the 
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easiest method for participants to pay. However, I faced another challenge in trying to figure out 
how to add a PayPal button to my website.  
As part of my thesis, I also created materials that I would later send to participants or 
guest artists. I produced a SHIFT Dance Intensive welcome packet with information for 
participants such as the schedule, suitable attire, information about the area, directions to the 
studio. I also created a artist itinerary with information on their flights, accomodations, the 
studio, directions and Hong Kong attractions. However, since I have not booked flights or 
accomodations yet, I left these sections blank. In addition, I wrote sample emails notifying 
participants on the status or completion of their registration, scholarship award, and scholarship 
rejection (See Appendix F).  
Lastly, I wanted to obtain additional funding for scholarships offered and expenses 
incurred in the first year. The costs for the project are high and since it is the first year of the 
intensive, it is not yet well-known. I was not sure if I would be able to get enough enrollments in 
the program to break-even or make a profit. I also wanted funding to be able to offer scholarships 
for exceptional dancers who were not able to afford the program. I contacted the following 
departments in LMU for funding: LMU Honors Program, Fred Kiesner Center for 
Entrepreneurship and the Center for Asian Business. I submitted a grant application to the LMU 
Honors Program. Originally the Honors Program said they could pay for my flights, website 
publishing and social media marketing costs. However, they ran into an issue and were no longer 
to able to pay for my flights because I am graduating and the program does not take place till 
August. This was frustrating because I was counting on receiving $1,500 USD and had to edit 
my budget to include an additional $1,500 USD in costs afterwards. I spoke to the director of the 
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entrepreneurship program asking for funding but was unable to get funding because he said that 
my business model was good and that I should not need any funding to start it up.  
Marketing 
To market SHIFT Dance Intensive, I developed a database of schools, studios, 
companies, dance organizations in Hong Kong and in Asia. I then sent out emails to these 
various dance organizations. I reached out to people I knew personally, and contacted dance 
teachers at my old studio to help spread the word. I faced challenges with studios not replying 
and not sharing the opportunity with their students possibly due to conflicts with their own 
programs. I was surprised that there was interest from outside of Hong Kong. In general, studios 
outside of Hong Kong were more receptive to my emails. However, it was more difficult to get 
people from outside of Hong Kong to register. When writing introduction emails to studios I was 
not sure whether to put less information to make it quicker to read and generate interest first, or 
send out all the information at once so the reader does not have to do extra work to find the 
information. As the semester progressed, I started attaching a PDF document with more 
information to the email. I also sent follow-up emails to remind studios to share the opportunity 
with their students and to encourage them to join.  
I also made a website for SHIFT Dance Intensive (See Appendix A). At first I created a 
site using Wix but then switched to Squarespace because the look and templates were cleaner 
and more professional. Using Squarespace made it easier for the user to navigate the website and 
read the information. In addition, I found it easier and faster to make a website using 
Squarespace.  
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I used the social media platforms Facebook and Instagram to market the intensive (See 
Appendix B, C). I posted photos and videos of the guest artists and flyers that I had designed on 
Photoshop (See Appendix D). When engaging with others on social media, I was surprised to 
learn that there are a lot of dancers at the university, Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts, 
who would really benefit from this type of program and the classes being offered. However, it 
was very hard to reach them as the school was very unresponsive to emails.  
Between Facebook, Instagram and the website, it was difficult to manage how to 
communicate all the information about the intensive and also present the information in the most 
effective way on all the different platforms. I was not sure whether I should give people all the 
details about the intensive immediately or spark their interest in the program first. Also, I found 
it difficult to drive people from social media pages to the website and then influence them to 
register.  
I also contemplated marketing through press. I put up listings in the event directory on 
websites of popular Hong Kong publications and magazines but am not sure how many people in 
my target market saw them (See Appendix E). I also sent emails to various publications asking if 
they would feature the intensive but they talked about paid features and advertisements in their 
responses. I did not think paying for advertising would be a very effective use of marketing 
dollars because I was not sure if their readers included my target audience. I did not think it 
made sense to pay for advertising through these channels since I did not know if it would reach 
my target audience.  
A difficulty in marketing the intensive was that not many people know of 
BODYTRAFFIC in Asia even though they are very well-known in the United States. In 
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marketing the intensive therefore, I informed audiences of BODYTRAFFIC’s reputation as a 
leader in contemporary dance.  
What I would have done the same or differently 
In the future, I would continue to stick to a clear vision and goal for the project, and have 
everything I do align with that vision. At first, I hesitant to execute this because the costs were 
high and I was afraid that it would not be successful. I learned that you just have to decide your 
going to do something, commit to it and pick a date. Just committing and going for it is an 
approach I want to have when executing future SHIFT Dance Intensives.  
There are also some things I would do differently for future SHIFT Dance Intensives. 
Firstly, I would announce the intensive earlier and start marketing sooner. Summer intensives 
cost a lot of money and people make summer plans early especially if they are going away on a 
family vacation. Announcing the intensive earlier would allow people to plan their vacations 
around the intensive and ensure higher enrolment.  
I would also find a more efficient way to send emails to everybody. With the registration 
form, I have begun to collect emails and create a subscriber list. In the future, I want to use 
MailChimp to easily send out emails to subscribers. 
For the 2019 intensive, I wanted to target both pre-professional and professional dancers. 
However, I think that it is difficult to get professional dancers to pay for a program when they 
are already being paid to dance. Another issue with professional dancers is that they do not know 
their schedules so far in advance, especially if they freelance, so they are unable to commit for a 
whole week. In the future, I will focus on targeting pre-professional dancers at the high school 
and college level.  
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Lastly, I would change the payment process and sales promotions. I offered a 15% early 
registration discount and found that the early registration discount was effective in urging people 
to sign up and pay sooner. However, many people were able to pay this large amount all at once. 
From this, I realized that participants are generally of a higher income level and able to afford the 
intensive. Because a lot of people were of a higher income level, many people registered just 
before the early registration deadline to get 15% off. I therefore lost potential revenue because 
many people got a discount when they signed up. Knowing that most people in my target market 
are able to afford the intensive, I would lower the early registration discount to 10% next time. In 
addition, paying a deposit first instead of paying the whole tuition at once was not a popular 
choice for participants. I feel that this is because most participants are able to pay the whole 
$5,000 HKD at once if they wanted to. In the future, I would eliminate the $2,000 HKD security 
deposit to make the payment process more simple.  
Section 3: Outcome 
 
The outcome of this project is the summer intensive and the planning involved in 
developing it. Over the course of the semester, I developed a marketing plan and strategy 
detailing the execution of the summer intensive. I also created a logo and other marketing 
materials such as flyers, social media content, marketing emails and a website to support the 
promotion of the summer intensive. The intensive was promoted through social media and 
emails targeting dancers, local studios, dance companies, schools and other dance organizations 
in Hong Kong. This project also resulted in the creation of a spreadsheet of contacts, contracts, 
liability waivers, and reaching out to guest artists and venues.  
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Overall, I am really proud of what I created. Although, the summer intensive will not 
happen till August I am really pleased of what I created and the work I have done this semester. I 
really liked how the logo, website, flyers and marketing materials turned out. I think the 
materials I created are of a high quality and are aesthetically pleasing. I am also proud because I 
learned how to do things I have never done before such as creating a budget for an intensive, 
setting up invoices and PayPal buttons etc. I was delighted that there were people from different 
studios and different countries who were interested in the intensive. Bringing people with 
different dance backgrounds and different experiences together is very fulfilling for me. An 
educational dance program like this has always been a goal of mine and to make it a reality has 
been incredibly rewarding.  
Although I am very proud of the outcome, there are some areas that need further 
development. I feel that I could have more engagement on social media and work on getting 
people to click-through to the website. In particular, engagement on Facebook is much lower in 
comparison to Instagram. Perhaps this is because most of my target audience tends to use 
Instagram more frequently to share and engage with others. I also feel that I could produce more 
marketing materials because I was running out of new content to post. I want to create a video 
promoting and building awareness for SHIFT Dance Intensive. Overall, I feel that the content I 
was posting was becoming repetitive. I have a limited amount of materials because it is the first 
year the intensive is running. At the intensive this summer, I will need to take photos and videos 
to use for future years.  
There are also a lot of other things that need to be done. For example, I need to book 
flights and accomodations. I need to promote the informal showing, invite people to watch, and 
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organize a reception. I need to find public liability insurance and construct waivers for 
participants to sign. For future dance intensives, I want to register SHIFT Dance Intensive as a 
business in Hong Kong and network to find potential funders for future dance intensives.  
Section 4: Next Steps 
Post graduation, I am excited to inspire a global community of creative, diverse and 
empowered movers by sharing my passion for dance. Five years from now, I imagine my life as 
a dancer in a contemporary dance company performing for audiences across the world. As a 
performer, I want to create a positive impact in the world by bringing joy to audiences. This 
project helps me in my career as a dancer because it enables me to work and connect with 
internationally-renowned artists and choreographers. Running a summer dance intensive also 
provides me with a source of income I can use to support my career as a performer.  
I also want to integrate values of kindness, respect and relationships when teaching dance 
in studios, schools, and community outreach programs. I want extend the offerings of SHIFT 
Dance Intensive and use the healing power of dance to run movement workshops for 
non-dancers, especially in less privileged communities. Working on this thesis has given me a 
better understanding of teaching dance and developing educational programs.  
I want to integrate my marketing experiences to further promote the positive benefits of 
dance and foster global connectivity through non-profit arts marketing, marketing dance 
organizations, social entrepreneurship and cause marketing. This project has given me useful 
knowledge to pursue these goals because I have gained skills in events planning, customer 
relations, marketing, entrepreneurship, budgeting, funding and administration. The skills I have 
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gained from this project will be useful in working as a marketer or administrative coordinator for 
dance companies I am dancing for.  
This thesis has also supported my future goals because in the next five to ten years, I plan 
to develop this project to offer dance programs in countries throughout Asia allowing people of 
all sizes, ethnicities, income levels and movement abilities to benefit from dance. I will use my 
business knowledge to provide artistic opportunities and grow the dance scene in Asia.  
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Appendix F: Email Templates 




Thank you for registering for SHIFT Dance Intensive. Your registration is complete and 
payment has been received. 
 
We will soon send you more details and schedule information.  
 
We would also like to showcase participants on our social media. If you would like to be 
featured, please send us photos and videos that we can post or let us know if we can repost your 
social media content. In addition, please write a sentence on what you are most excited about 
experiencing at the SHIFT Dance Intensive. 
 
Feel free to spread the word and connect with us on social media.  
Facebook: ​https://www.facebook.com/SHIFTdanceintensive/ 
Instagram: ​https://www.instagram.com/shiftdanceintensive/  
 
We look forward to dancing with you this summer, 






Congratulations! We are pleased to offer you a scholarship of ​$__ HKD​.  
 
The remainder of the tuition ​$____ HKD​ + 3.9% Paypal fee can be paid through the following 
link:  
 
Please ​respond to this email within 72 hours​ to confirm your attendance to SHIFT Dance 
Intensive. In addition, please fill out this form ​https://forms.gle/xrCSpr3Ue5VCw5S77​ and pay 
the remainder of the tuition within two weeks, by ​____​_.  
 
We look forward to dancing with you this summer, 
 
SHIFT Dance Intensive 
 
Kelsey Ang
Under mentorship of Lillian Barbeito, Dr. Teresa Heiland, Patrick Damon Rago
L O Y O L A  M A R Y M O U N T  U N I V E R S I T Y
Kelsey Ang Senior Thesis - Journal 
 
15 December  
 
Today, I reached out to dance educators in Hong Kong. I want to learn about current 
opportunities and dance experiences for young dancers in Hong Kong.  
 
HKYAF is a platform providing experiences of all kind of arts to young artists in Hong Kong. All 
their programs are free. They are funded by private donors; they do not use any government 
grants. I love how they support the arts and dance scene in Hong Kong. Through my project, I 
want to support dance education and concert/ modern dance in Hong Kong so I really want to 
learn more about this platform.  
 
HKYAF, Lindsey McAlister Questions: 
● How did you start HKYAF? 
● How did you get the funding?  
○ Have you always been funding through donors? 
○ How do you fundraise? 
○ How did you begin fundraising? 
○ Why do you choose to fundraise through donors rather than government grants? 
○ Do you know about grants from the government? 
● Why did you decide to make all YAF programs free? 
● HKYAF studio space, cost to rent? 
○ Do other organizations rent the space? 
● How do you choose what kind of experiences/ programs/ workshops to run? 
○ How do you choose what artists or teachers to teach? 
● How long do workshops go for? Do you ever do intensive/ workshop experiences? 
○ A lot of students go away for holidays, do you think this would hinder the 
attendance for a  
○ How do you choose when to run workshops? What factors go into this decision 
making process? 
● Do you ever hire artists from outside of Hong Kong? 
○ What are the costs and logistics involved with hiring artists from outside of Hong 
Kong to teach? 
○ How much do you pay them? 
○ Do you pay for flights, where they stay?  
● Do you ever to surveys/ interviews/ market research? If so, what insights have you 
gathered from this? 
● When starting, how did you create awareness of HKYAF? Where did you market/ 
advertise?  
○ How did you start getting students? Did you reach out to secondary schools? 
○ Do most of your YAFies come from international schools or secondary schools? 
● What do you think of the dance scene in Hong Kong in general? Do you think there is 
room for growth and for more students to be interested in dance? 
● Dance intensive workshop - better do it during summer? Or over a weekend? 
● How do I estimate potential number of students? What do you think is a good estimate 
for students? 
● How to go about starting a marketing/ business plan? 




Talking with Sudhee Liao, dance teacher at Red Shoe Dance Company 
● Studio style is become more competition dance, weak technical foundation and students 
have little experience with modern dance 
● Students have little choreography, improvisation and contact improvisation experience. 
They are much more interested in doing tricks and making shapes rather than really 
exploring movement. 
● Attempts to integrate basic modern dance elements into classes bore students 
● Classes are too short to be able to teach effectively. They are only 1 hour at a time and 




Why am I doing this project? 
● Connect aspiring dancers to international dancers and companies 
● Bring awareness to what is going on in the international contemporary dance scene.  
● Platform for aspiring dancers in Hong Kong who want to go on to further pursue dance 
abroad 
● Provide a high quality concert dance learning experience for dancers and in doing so 
develop Hong Kong’s artistic community 
● Very little/ almost no concert dance education experiences, not at a high level, not 
intensive, no significant program/ not accessible, no connections to the international 
contemporary dance scene.  
● Hong Kong dance community is very fragmented, this will bring people together.  
 
What do I want to achieve with this project? 
 
First I looked at mission statements of programs I find interesting.  
 
Springboard Danse Montreal Mission: “​Springboard Danse Montréal​ is a not-for-profit 
contemporary dance organization that provides career development services and ​connects 
professional dancers ​over the age of 21 and emerging choreographers with some of today’s 
leading Montréal-based and​ internationally renowned dance companies​. It also actively 
contributes to the cultural life of Montréal​ through various installations and pop-up 
performances throughout the city during the summer.” 
 
Springboard Danse Montreal Vision: “​Springboard Danse Montréal shall be internationally 
recognized as the leading career development and job placement resource for emerging 
dancers and choreographers, ​bringing together top caliber talent in the international 
contemporary dance scene​.” 
 
In Springboard’s mission statement, I liked the part about connecting dancers with 
internationally renowned dance companies and contributing to the cultural life of Montreal. I like 
how they also have installations and pop-up performances throughout the city during the 
summer and with future growth, this is something I would like to implement further on. With this 
project, I want to connect intermediate to advanced dancers over the age of 13 with 
internationally renowned dance artists. Ideally workshops will be taught by one Hong Kong artist 
and one international artist to really further the international connectivity. By providing a high 
quality contemporary/modern learning experience, I want to support the cultural and artistic 
development of Hong Kong.  
 
Vision is to become Asia’s leading platform for facilitating career development, education and 
major transitions for artists.  
 
BODYTRAFFIC: “​BODYTRAFFIC’s ​education​ program provides master classes, workshops, 
residencies, and an outstanding Summer Program to aspiring and professional dancers. Dance 
experiences offered by BODYTRAFFIC faculty and our guest artists are designed to cause 
artistic and technical breakthroughs, emphasizing professionalism, extreme articulation and 
awareness, and most importantly, joy!” 
 
I like their values about artistic and technical breakthroughs, articulation, awareness and joy. 
These are something I would want to implement into the program. ​It will be a rigorous training 
program to foster learning and growth.  
 
Values/ what is important for this 
● Community 
● Individuality, bringing together a diversity of unique perspectives 
● Empowerment 
● International connectivity 
● Curiosity 
● Creativity 
● Artistic Development 
● Passion 
 
Unique Selling point 
● Work closely and intensively with international artists 
● Focus on concert dance 
● Build connections with international dancers 
 
Springboard Project: The following are aspects I like that I want to incorporate into my own 
program. ​http://www.springboarddansemontreal.com/about/project-description/  
● “Through workshops, classes, creations, the restaging of celebrated repertory, 
international auditions,​ installations, and pop-up performances, Springboard is 
recognized worldwide as a destination for career development” 
● “​Springboard aids the professional dancer​ at various stages of their career. Through our 
stimulating environment, dancers are given the opportunity to network with 
world-renowned companies, choreographers” 
● “Springboard is designed as a platform to facilitate major transitions in an artist’s career, 
whether between jobs or in their very first job search.”  
○ Help mostly aspiring dancers 13-18 transition to college programs or other 
training programs abroad.  
● “The dancers participate in a rigorous schedule composed of five-day weeks of 
nine-hour days.”  
○ For younger age category so not as rigorous or intensive -> six hour days 
○ This is something I would want to ask about when surveying the target market 
○ This would start off as a week long intensive experience possibly during the 
summer holidays.  
● “The day consists of contemporary dance classes, workshops, rehearsals and creations. 
Each day, morning technique classes are offered, ranging from classical ballet to many 
forms of contemporary dance. Throughout the three weeks, the dancers explore different 
artistic approaches and choreographic processes.”  
● “On the final day of the project a showing of “works in progress” is presented at ​Usine C 
for an invited audience. Members of the Montréal dance community, as well as 
presenters, agents, managers, choreographers, and artistic directors from companies in 
Canada, the United States, and Europe, are invited to this annual presentation.” 
○ A works in progress showing inviting members from the Hong Kong dance 
community.  
 
Questions to ask 
● Whether they want to pursue dance in the future 
● Values, what they want to get out of a program 
● Summer holidays, timing 
● Length of the days 
● Kinds and styles of dance they want to pursue/ what they like 
● Ask about existing knowledge of concert dance and whether this is something they 
would be interested in 
● Ask about existing knowledge of international dance companies, artists and 
choreographers and whether this is something they would want to learn more about  







Studiodanz/ Ascendanz/ Amity 
HKAPA 
 
IASAS Dance Exchange 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuQLZND0ceE&t=235s  
 
A friend told me about this program which is a week of workshops between various international 
schools in Southeast Asia. It is a dance exchange where students for various schools meet up 




Questions to ask HK dance students for information on consumer insights and for 









● How many hours per week do you usually spend dancing? 
● What styles of dance do you currently do? 
 
● Outside of regular dance training, have you participated in dance intensives/ workshops? 
○ If yes, how often? 
■ What intensives, workshops and open/ drop in classes have you done in 
the past two years? 
○ If no, why not? Would you like to? 
■ Financial 
■ Time/ scheduling conflicts 
■ Lack of opportunities 
● If you have participated in dance intensives? 
○ Where? Hong Kong vs. abroad? 
 
● Why do you take dance lessons? 
○ Pursuing a career in dance? 
○ For fun? 
○ Extracurriculars needed for school/ it will help their academics/ future in other 
ways? 
● What are the benefits of dance? 
 
● The intensive program 
○ What do you want to gain/ learn from a dance intensive program? 
○ Which of these do you value most in an intensive? 
○ Dance intensive during the holiday? 
○ Are having international dancers teach important to you? 
○ Are developing connections with international dance artists important to you? 
○ For an intensive program, how many days would you prefer? 
○ For an intensive program, how many hours per day would you prefer? 
○ W​hat styles of dance do you want? 
■ Do you want styles you currently do, learning new things, both? 
 
● Do you want to pursue dance in the future? 
○ What career pathways in dance interest you? 
○ What styles of dance do you want to pursue? 
● Do you see yourself pursuing dance further in any of the following ways? 
○ Career 
○ Full-time dance conservatory program 
○ College dance program 
● Do you see yourself furthering your dance education or career abroad? 
 
● Rate your knowledge of concert dance  
● Is concert dance something you would be interested in learning more about? 
● Rate your experience with the following 
○ Modern dance 
○ Contemporary modern dance 
○ Contemporary ballet 
○ Improvisation 
○ Choreography  
○ Contact improvisation 
○ Company repertoire 
● Rank the following in order of what you are most interested in learning about 
○ Modern dance 
○ Contemporary modern dance 
○ Contemporary ballet 
○ Improvisation 
○ Choreography  
○ Contact improvisation 
○ Company repertoire 
● Rate your knowledge of international dance companies, artists and choreographers 
● Is the international contemporary dance scene something you would want to learn more 
about? 
 
● How do you find out about dance opportunities in Hong Kong? 




○ Social media 
● What is the most effective way for you to find out about dance opportunities? 




○ Social media 
● Is there anything else you would like to add?  
 
Market: HK dance education 
● What do you think about current dance and training opportunities in Hong Kong? (in 
comparison to dance abroad) 
○ Quality of program 
○ Amount of opportunities 
○ Breadth of opportunities 
● What do you think about current intensive programs in Hong Kong? (in comparison to 
dance abroad)  
○ Quality of program 
○ Amount of opportunities 
○ Breadth of opportunities 
● If you want to pursue dance in the future, are the training opportunities in Hong Kong 





● Use Shift word to create logo 
● Bold lines, Bold font, communicate transformation or empowerment?  




Grey #737373  
 
I chose yellow as the colour because it communicates creativity, joy, warmth, energy,  
 
Communicate values of the project:  
● Empowerment 
● Artistic growth and development 
● Connection and community 
● Creativity 
 
I changed the mission and vision to make it more broad, to allow for expansion and growth of 
the project.  
 
Mission: to facilitate the artistic development and education of dance artists, local communities 
and the world. 
 
Vision: to inspire and empower a global community of dance artists and movers.  
 
Questions for dance teachers  
 
● What do you think about current dance and training opportunities in Hong Kong? (in 
comparison to dance abroad) 
○ Quality of program 
○ Amount of opportunities 
○ Breadth of opportunities 
● What do you think about current intensive programs in Hong Kong? (in comparison to 
dance abroad)  
○ Quality of program 
○ Amount of opportunities 
○ Breadth of opportunities 
● Are there areas of dance (e.g. concert dance) that you feel are lacking in students 
current dance training in HK?  




Hanedy Sala, teacher at Edge n’ Pointe 
● Edge n’ Pointe has classes all year round including the summer. They therefore have 
students that will be in HK.  
● Edge n’ Pointe also has a performing company, which is of a higher level. They also 
bring in international artists to teach.  
● We spoke about the possibilities of talking to the owner of Edge n’ Pointe to discuss 
doing a summer program together.  
 
Speaking to her, made me consider doing this project as a partnership with Edge n’ Pointe. The 
difficulty with HK is that everyone leaves for the summer. However, since Edge n’ Pointe has 
classes all year round, they will have students in HK in the summer. In addition, they have 
advanced level students who will benefit much more from an international artist versus someone 
local. They also have experience with bringing in international artists to work with and teach 




Giselle Liu, Teacher at Studiodanz, Founder of Amity Dance 
● Concert dance is not popular amongst youths, even contemporary dance is still growing. 
Might be better to target students of CCDC as they are already doing concert dance. 
Target professional level? Or possibly look into Shared Space which just focuses on 
movement in general.  
● To see whether concert dance intensive will resonate well with the youths run a 
workshop first with myself teaching to see how they respond.  
● She doesn’t think that concert dance is popular amongst youths anywhere.  
● Important to make a distinction between whether you are targeting expats or local 
students, as if your are targeting locals, the price would need to be lower. However, 
many expats go away for the summer holidays.  
● Limited government funding in Hong Kong, would not rely on government. However, if 
you are going to pay for an international artist to come, tuition fees will not be enough to 
cover the costs. It is better to partner with an existing organization and also get access to 
their students. Very difficult to partner with schools.  
● Concert dance scene is not well developed in Hong Kong, it may not be worth it to hire 
an international artist. You may be better off just teaching yourself. 
● Targeting advanced dancers vs. all levels - if you are teaching beginner levels they will 
not benefit as much. It is therefore very important to have clear idea of what you want to 
do and target market. 
 
Styles of dance such as contemporary modern and contact improvisation are currently not very 
popular in HK. She seemed pessimistic that youths would respond well to this style of dance 
that they are not very familiar with. I think that youths may not be interested in it but once they 
try it, if the teacher is good and engaging and has experience with teaching teenagers, that they 
will enjoy it. Hearing about BODYTRAFFIC community outreach programs, teaching contact 
improvisation to break dancers, teaching at an international school in Jakarta, it seems like 
people unfamiliar with it still like it. I think therefore that the program should be marketed as a 
“contemporary” dance intensive which is more familiar to people and people are more likely to 
want to participate in. Yet I still want it to teach  contemporary modern and contact improvisation 
skills.  
 
A main takeaway from our discussion is that it is very important to have clear idea of what you 
want to do/ why you are doing the project so that you can justify the cost of bringing an 
international artist vs. just teaching the intensive yourself. I want to ​raise the level of 
contemporary dance in HK and support aspiring/ professional dancers with furthering 
their career​. The goal of the project is really for career development which is why it is 
necessary to hire an international artist who is of a high caliber and can provide a lot of value for 
advanced students. I therefore changed the target market of my project from 13-18 year old 
aspiring dancers to 13+ year old pre-professional and professional dancers. Pre-professional 
and professional dancers wanting to go to college dance, full-time dance programs or dance 
professionally will benefit the most from an international artist. 
 
She also talked about how brand name is important for people in HK. From a marketing 
standpoint, I would also emphasize the caliber and expertise of the international artist. The 
strength of the international artist is that they are well-known, top of the field etc. and I want to 
emphasize their expertise in the marketing.  
 
Lastly, from this talk I decided that to begin with, I want to run it in partnership with an existing 
studio due to lack of financial resources. I think Edge n’ Pointe because their advanced students 
particularly in their performing company fit my intended target market.  
 
18 January  
 
How does my project provide benefit to society? How does it relate to social issues? 








Today I talked with Lillian about my project.  
 
Main takeaway: Dream big and start big. 
This is interesting because other people suggested starting small. They suggested I teach the 
intensive myself to keep costs down. They also suggested partnering with another studio. 
However, Lillian advised me to avoid partnerships, run the program myself and to find the 
biggest/ best studio in HK to run the intensive at.  
 
I asked about teaching fees for intensives. They can range from $150 to $500 for 90 minute 
class.  
 
Other ideas Lillian suggested: 
● Bring 2 BODYTRAFFIC dancers, look at successful alumni of the school who are 
working elsewhere to come back and teach, bring your favourite dancer/ choreographer 
you want to work with.  
● Incorporate artist performance (could even be site specific or in partnership with an art 
gallery) so that the larger community can benefit from this experience.  
 
To do by next week: 




Estimation of costs  
● Teaching fee - $150 to $500 for 90 minute class -> $3,000 to $10,000 USD for the week 
(use $5000 as estimation) 
● Flight - $1000 USD 
● Per diem $250 USD 
● Hotel $1000 HKD per day / $125 USD per day = $625 USD total 
● Studio space - estimate $600 HKD per hour -> $24,000 HKD per week / $3000 USD per 
week  
 
Total = 5000 + 1000+ 250 + 625 + 3000 = $9875 USD  
 
Tuition fee - $625 USD 
 
Break even - 16-17 students full tuition. 
 
Dates 
August 5-10 AGP SI  
Many HK schools go back to school the week of Aug 12 




Generalized letter draft 
 




Hope you are doing well.  
 
My name is Kelsey Ang, founder of SHIFT Dance Project. As a dancer originally from Hong 
Kong, I created this project to facilitate the artistic development and education of dancers in 
Hong Kong.  
 
We would like to host a summer program in your space to support the growth of Hong Kong’s 
contemporary dance scene.  
 
The SHIFT Dance Project summer program will bring internationally-renowned US dancers to 
Hong Kong to teach during a week-long intensive contemporary dance program. Our platform 
provides rigorous training opportunities for the artistic development of pre-professional and 
professional dancers over the age of 13. In addition, the teaching artists will give a performance 
allowing the larger HK community to be part of the experience.  
 
Benefits of our program 
● Career development and training opportunities for your students 
● Chance for your students and HK dancers to connect with international artists 
● Support the growth of the HK performing arts scene 
● Performances from leading dancers in the world 
● Increase awareness of international contemporary dance in HK 
 
We are reaching out and hope that you will be interested in helping us make an impact in the 
arts community. We would like to rent your space from ​July 29 - August 2.  
 
We are excited to work with you on this one-of-a-kind experience. Please let us know if you are 








Summer Dance Program Opportunity 
 
Dear ...,  
 
I 
hope that this email finds you well. 
 
My 
name is Kelsey Ang and I am the Founder of SHIFT Dance Project. As a dancer originally from 
Hong Kong, I created this project to facilitate the artistic development and education of dancers 
in Hong Kong. 
 
SHIFT 
Dance Project is interested in starting a dialogue with you regarding the possibility of having 




are seeking a space for our inaugural summer intensive that will bring internationally-renowned 
US dancers to Hong Kong to teach contemporary dance and perform. Our week-long platform 
will provide rigorous training opportunities for the artistic development of pre-professional and 
professional dancers age 13 and older. In addition, the teaching artists will give an informal 
performance allowing the larger HK community to be part of the experience. 
 
Benefits 
of our program 
● Career development and training opportunities for your students 
● Introducing new students to your space 
● Chance for your students and HK dancers to connect with international artists 
● Support the growth of the HK performing arts scene 
● Performance from leading dancers in the world 
● Increase awareness of international contemporary dance in HK 
  
We 
hope that you are interested in partnering with us make a greater impact in the arts community 
in Hong Kong! Kindly let us know if it is possible to utilize your space from August 5-9. If so, 












Estimation of costs  
● Teaching fee - $150 to $500 for 90 minute class -> $3,000 to $10,000 USD for the week 
(use $5000 as estimation) 
● Flight - $1000 USD 
● Per diem $250 USD 
● Hotel $1000 HKD per day / $125 USD per day = $625 USD total 
● Studio space - estimate $1700 HKD per 8 hour day -> $8500 HKD per week / $1000 
USD per week  
 
Total = 5000 + 1000+ 250 + 625 + 1000 = $7875 USD  
 
Tuition fee - $625 USD 
 




Need to research:  
Dance programs provide benefit for society 
Dance and the link to social justice, societal need to grow arts scenes 
Dance fosters community relations 
 
The Cause:  
Dance to boost communities 
 
Social initiatives:  
Using dance and growth of artistic scene to foster community relations 
Providing scholarship opportunities to students in the Hong Kong dance community 
Arts programming for the community  
 
More ideas: 





● Start a separate paypal 
● Tools > invoice  
 
Cultural centre - outdoor space. 
Collaborate - Site specific performance created on students.  
Haley and Joe own work. 
 




Further discussions with Lillian and BODYTRAFFIC.  
 
To do: 
Draft email and contract.  
 
LMU entrepreneurship application 
 
Dance is a universal language that provides emotional and social benefits for communities. 
SHIFT Dance Project creates dance education opportunities to nurture local talent. In doing so, 
SHIFT Dance Project aims to grow the local dance scene and support Hong Kong's arts and 
culture. The SHIFT Dance Project summer intensive is unique from competitors because it 
brings internationally-renowned US dancers to Hong Kong to teach contemporary dance. The 
week-long platform provides rigorous training opportunities for the artistic development of 
pre-professional and professional dancers age 13 and older. The week will end in an informal 




6 March  
 
Email Dondi 
● HNRS research funding 
● For the marketing costs and deposits for security payments - which will be paid as part of 
my senior thesis project 
○ Senior thesis project - creating a website etc. advertising, mail chimp, paid 
facebook ads,  
○ Start-up funding.  
○ Poster presentation - grant for poster materials 
● Making change in the community, dance education model that doesn’t exist in Hong 
Kong.  
 
Foundation library  
● Foundationcenter.org  
 
Gather lists of donors 






To do:  
Start a mail-chimp  
Do research on different donors in HK 
LMU ORSP opportunities - Office for Research and Sponsored Projects 
 
● Website: $12 * 12 per month = $144 billed annually + $20 custom domain per year = 
$146 per year 
● Poster: $50 poster grant 
● Paid FB and Instagram ads:  
 
10 March  
 
I started developing an agreement with artists and discussing this with Lillian. 








It has been difficult getting people to register because the intensive is far away and there is no 
sense of urgency.  
 





As the early discount registration deadline approaches, a lot more people are starting to sign up. 
However, they are registering at a discount which lowers my sales. 
 
Most of the people signing up are around 13-18 years old. However, I want to get more college 
student dancers at the intensive. It is hard to reach dancers at the arts university in Hong Kong 
because they are very unresponsive to emails.  
 
Some people have signed up for scholarships including 2 dancers from Singapore, which is very 
exciting. However, it has been difficult to get the dancers from Singapore to attend as they have 
more expenses with flying from Singapore and have asked for larger scholarships. Deciding on 













HONG KONG SUMMER INTENSIVE
Connects local and international dance artists
SHIFT Dance Intensive brings internationally renowned dancers to Hong
Kong to provide valuable learning experiences for pre-professional and
professional dancers over age 13
Contemporary Dance Intensive
Platform for artistic development and growth of Hong Kong contemporary
dance
UNIQUE SELLING POINT
WE CONNECT LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL
DANCERS THROUGH LEADING CONTEMPORARY 
 TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES.
MISSION
TO FACILITATE THE ARTISTIC DEVELOPMENT AND
EDUCATION OF DANCE ARTISTS, LOCAL COMMUNITIES
AND THE WORLD.
VISION
AN INSPIRED AND EMPOWERED GLOBAL










Hong Kong “lags behind” other countries in terms of arts and cultural
development (Chow). 
There is a lack of support for the arts in Hong Kong (Chow; Lee). 
Dance training in Hong Kong is inadequate at enabling dancers to reach an
international level (Yung).
MARKET RESEARCH
DANCE IN HONG KONG
SHIFT Dance Intensive
Data from HKADC “Expand the Universe of Participating Art Events - Arts Participation and
Consumption Survey: Annex 2 - Dance Report”
68,000 people are estimated to be involved indance through learning/ performing/working
However ....
Emotional benefits






KEY INSIGHTS ON HK DANCERS' PERCEPTION OF
DANCE
SHIFT Dance Intensive
Data from HKADC “Expand the Universe of Participating Art Events - Arts Participation and






Self development: encourages creativity and
curiosity
Unique and diverse perspectives and learning
approaches
STRENGTHS
No owned studio space
Limited funding
No existing consumer base
Currently not well-known
WEAKNESSES
Market is fragmented, divided into expats vs.
locals
HK students go abroad for summer holidays
Small dance scene
Low awareness of concert contemporary dance
Arts seen as a hobby, and not a  priority
THREATS
HK dance scene is starting to grow especially
with development of new arts centre, West
Kowloon Cultural District
Few competitors and dance opportunities
Extracurricular activities are important to Hong
Kong students
People see many benefits to dance
OPPORTUNITIES
Presentations are communication tools that can be
demonstrations, lectures, speeches, reports, and more. Most of the
time, they’re presented before an audience. They have a variety of
purposes, making them powerful tools for convincing and teaching. 
 
To create a stunning presentation, it's best to simplify your
thoughts. Start with an outline of topics and identify highlights,
which can be applied to whatever subject you plan on discussing.
You can then organize them into your introduction, your main
content, and your conclusion. Make sure you do enough research to
support your points. It’s also a good idea to pair data with visual
aids like charts, graphs, or images. Just remember to keep your
presentation easy-to-read. Avoid overloading a slide with too many






HOW ARE WE DIFFERENT?
1. Internationally renowned
teaching artists




Extremely passionate about dance
Enjoys contemporary dance - takes contemporary classes at schools
like CCDC and HKAPA, or performs with local contemporary
companies
Wants to pursue full-time dance training or a career in dance
Interested in pursuing dance internationally
Wants to learn more about the international dance scene
Wants to expand their knowledge of dance and grow as an artist
Pre-professional and professional dancers
Intermediate to advanced levels,  




Growth of artistry and
contemporary technique



















Connections are valuable for















Price is similar to competitor prices
 
PROMOTION
15% Early bird discount
 
SCHOLARSHIPS
Offer scholarships based on financial need and through dance studios in
exchange for promoting summer intensive.
 
PRICE
$5000 HKD FOR THE WEEK ($625 USD)
SHIFT Dance Intensive
Location: Wong Chuk Hang, Hong Kong





RED SHOE DANCE COMPANY
SHIFT Dance Intensive
Promote to dance studios, high school dance programs, teachers, local dance
companies, dance apparel stores, arts organisations.
 
15% off early bird registration discount
Offer promotion to dance studios that first 5 who sign up get free solo













Posts and videos spreading awareness and informing people
about the intensive
Feature the instructor through Instagram story 
Feature participants and their dreams, goals etc.
Showcase different styles taught through the stories
During the intensive, one participant takes over the Instagram
story for the day
SOCIAL MEDIA





The week will end in an informal showing choreographed by the teaching
artists on the students
Free and open to the public
This will allow other members of the community to engage with dance and
SHIFT Dance Project







Studio rent, teaching fee, flights, per diem, accommodation
$11,875 Projected Sales Revenue
Break-even: 19 students paying $625 USD
$11,322 Estimated Total Costs
$553 Profit





SHIFT Dance Intensive 2019 
 
   June 1st, 2019  
 
 Haley Heckethorn & Joseph Davis Itinerary + Welcome Packet 
 
      Dear Haley Heckethorn & Joseph Davis,  
 
We are excited to have you as a guest artist at the 2019 SHIFT Dance Intensive in Hong Kong. We                                       
hope your stay is both comfortable and inspiring. We look forward to spending time with you and                                 
sharing your talents with our dance community. SHIFT Dance Intensive is sincerely honored to be                             
working with you.  
 
This packet includes a detailed itinerary plus important and useful information. If we can do                             
anything to make your time with SHIFT Dance Intensive more pleasant, please let us know.  
 





















Departure from Los Angeles​: Airline #XXX | Thursday, August 1 at XXXpm 
Arrival in Hong Kong: Saturday, August 3 at XXXpm 
Departure from Hong Kong​: Airline #XXX | Saturday, August 10 at XXXpm 
Arrival in Los Angeles: Saturday, August 10 at XXXpm 
 
PHONE NUMBERS 
Kelsey Ang, Artistic Director (424) 343 3795 
 
WIFI at Red Shoe Dance Company WIFI at APARTMENT 
Network: rsdguest User Name: XXX 





Host’s Phone Number:​ XXX 
Host’s Email:​ XXX 
Booking Confirmation Code:​ XXX 
Check-In:​ 2pm or later on ​Saturday, August 3, 2019 




Address: Red Shoe Dance Company  
22/F, Lee Fund Centre 
31 Wong Chuk Hang Road 
Aberdeen, Hong Kong   
   
Directions and Map:​ ​https://www.redshoedance.com/find-us.html  
By MTR - Wong Chuk Hang Station Exit B. Once you exit, follow the footbridge to the other end,                                     
walk down the stairs and then turn left. Keep walking until you reach the back entrance of Lee                                   
Fund Centre. 
By Bus - nearest bus stop on Wong Chuk Hang Road is outside Yan's Tower (if coming from                                   
Pokfulam) or outside the Remex Centre (if coming from Aberdeen Tunnel)   
Central Ferry Pier 37B, 71, 71P 
Macau Ferry Pier N90 
Kennedy Town 47P   
Exchange Square 43X, 70, 75, 90, 97, M590 
Admiralty / Wan Chai 37A, 37X, 70M, 590A, 35 
Stanley / Repulse Bay 73, 973, 374 
Causeway Bay 76, 92, 96, 592 
Kowloon Bay 107, 107P   
 













ABOUT THE AREA | HONG KONG 
From its iconic skyline and beautiful mountains to culinary feasts, Hong Kong offers a unique and                               
vibrant mix of activities and attractions. Please find some suggestion listed below: 
 
● Star Ferry: Ride the Star Ferry from Central to Tsim Sha Tsui for the best views of the Hong                                     
Kong harbour. Go at night to see the spectacular lights of the Hong Kong skyline.  
● Victoria Peak: Great views of Hong Kong from the top of this mountain. Reachable by the                               
peak tram as well as by bus and taxis.  
● Temple Street Night Market 
● Lion Rock Hike 
● Big Buddha at Lantau Island 
● Foods to try: Dimsum, pineapple bun, egg waffles, egg tart, roast goose, BBQ pork 
There is a large variety of restaurants easily accessible from your accommodations. There are too                             
many to name, but here are some highlights with quite a few that will deliver: 
 
Restaurants/ Cafes/ Bakeries:  
Yat Lok(roast goose) Central | ​https://www.yelp.com/biz/一樂燒鵝-香港  
Tai Cheong Bakery (egg tart)  Central | ​https://www.yelp.com/biz/泰昌餅家-香港  
Mammy’s Pancakes (egg waffle) Multiple Locations around Hong Kong 
Peking Garden (peking duck) Central  
Kam Wah Cafe Mong Kok 
 
Grocery Stores: 
ParknShop Multiple Locations around Hong Kong 
City’Super Multiple Locations around Hong Kong 
Convenience Store 
7-11 Multiple Locations around Hong Kong 
Pharmacy:  
































10:30am-12:00pm Technique: Contemporary with floorwork and partnering skills 
1:00-2:30pm BODYTRAFFIC Repertory 
2:30-4:00pm Choreograph new material on participants  
 
Lunch with the Guest Artists 




On Friday, August 9th, there will be a free informal in-studio showing at 3pm open to the public. 
Participants will get the opportunity to show BODYTRAFFIC repertory and new choreography 
learned during the week.  
 
Venue:​ ​Red Shoe Dance Company  
22/F, Lee Fund Centre 
31 Wong Chuk Hang Road 
Aberdeen, Hong Kong   
   
Directions and Map:​ ​https://www.redshoedance.com/find-us.html  
By car - Octopus parking can be found in the Southmark Building. Entrance to Southmark parking is                                 
on Tong Bin Lane. Park on the lowest parking level LG5, exit the building past the Schroff office                                   
onto Yip Kan Street and cross the road to 31, Lee Fund Centre. You can use the back entrance                                     
loading lift to the studio or you can cut through the side to enter the main lobby and take the lift                                         
to 22/F. 
By MTR - Wong Chuk Hang Station Exit B. Once you exit, follow the footbridge to the other end,                                     
walk down the stairs and then turn left. Keep walking until you reach the back entrance of Lee                                   
Fund Centre. 
By Bus - nearest bus stop on Wong Chuk Hang Road is outside Yan's Tower (if coming from                                   
Pokfulam) or outside the Remex Centre (if coming from Aberdeen Tunnel)   
Central Ferry Pier 37B, 71, 71P 
Macau Ferry Pier N90 
Kennedy Town 47P   
Exchange Square 43X, 70, 75, 90, 97, M590 
Admiralty / Wan Chai 37A, 37X, 70M, 590A, 35 
Stanley / Repulse Bay 73, 973, 374 
Causeway Bay 76, 92, 96, 592 
Kowloon Bay 107, 107P   
22/F, Lee Fund Centre, 31 Wong Chuk Hang Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong 
 













Housing Resources and nearby hotels:  
Airbnb  https://www.airbnb.com  




Comfortable clothing that you can move in such as sweatpants 






JOSEPH DAVIS​ ​was born and raised in the beautiful hills of 
upstate New York, and can be easily identified from a 
distance by his cacophonous laughter. He began his 
studies at The Draper Center for Dance Education in 
Rochester, New York and continued his training at The 
Juilliard School on tuition scholarship from New York City 
Dance Alliance, where he received his BFA under the 
direction of Lawrence Rhodes. Joseph has had the 
opportunity to perform works of Jíri Kylián, Crystal Pite, 
Sol Leon and Paul Lightfoot, Kyle Abraham, Shannon 
Gillen, Twyla Tharp, Martha Graham, José Limón, Camille 
A. Brown, Joeri Dubbe and Sylvain Emard. He has also 
performed alongside Brian Brooks Moving Company at 
New York City Center’s Fall for Dance festival, and in Kate 
Weare’s residency at BAM Fisher Hall. Joe joined 
BODYTRAFFIC in 2016. 
 
HALEY HECKETHORN​ ​was born and raised in Las Vegas, 
Nevada where she graduated from Las Vegas Academy as 
a dance major. In 2013 she moved to Vancouver Canada to 
join the Arts Umbrella Dance Diploma program under the 
direction of Artemis Gordon. During the two-year program, 
she participated in the Young Choreographers program 
mentored by Crystal Pite, allowing her to create two 
original works on the Arts Umbrella Dance Company.  In 
2015 she was awarded the Emerging Artist scholarship by 
the RBC Canada Council. She joined Crystal Pite’s Kidd 
Pivot as an apprentice and has performed with Peter Chu’s 
Chuthis. Haley teaches and choreographs for schools on 
the west coast as well as teaching yoga. She is thrilled and 
honored to be joining BODYTRAFFIC and continuing her 




BODYTRAFFIC​ is a world-class contemporary dance company, known throughout the world for its 
Los Angeles-grown contagious vivacity. BODYTRAFFIC continues to push boundaries and establish 
Los Angeles as a city known for dance.  Founders and artistic directors Lillian Rose Barbeito and 
Tina Finkelman Berkett maintain a deep commitment to BODYTRAFFIC being at forefront of the 
contemporary dance world.   
 
Named “the company of the future” by The Joyce Theater Foundation, and called “one of the most 
talked-about companies - not just in LA, but nationwide” by the Los Angeles Times, BODYTRAFFIC 
is internationally recognized for its high caliber work and palpable love of dance. BODYTRAFFIC is 
home to an exceptionally versatile family of world-renowned dancers who have trained with the 
likes of Mikhail Baryshnikov, The Juilliard School, Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, and more. 
 
BODYTRAFFIC’s diverse repertory includes original works by McArthur Fellow Kyle Abraham, Stijn 
Celis, Barak Marshall, Ohad Naharin, Matthew Neenan, Arthur Pita, Victor Quijada, Hofesh Shechter, 
Richard Siegal, and many more incredible choreographers. BODYTRAFFIC seamlessly pays homage 
to traditional styles and techniques, while forging the way for  contemporary dance of today.   
 
BODYTRAFFIC has performed for sold-out audiences at prestigious theaters and festivals around 
the world. In 2016, BODYTRAFFIC made its Hollywood Bowl debut with the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic.  In 2017-2018, the company celebrated its 10th season with an international tour to 
more than 20 cities, including Moscow and St. Petersburg for the CONTEXT Diana Vishneva 
Festival, and The Hague, Netherlands for The Holland Dance Festival. The season culminated with 
performances at the Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts in Beverly Hills.  
 
BODYTRAFFIC’s extensive outreach and education program touches lives at home in Los Angeles 
and throughout the world.  The company’s artistic directors and dancers provide training 
opportunities for pre-professional and professional dancers, as well as, customized dance 
experiences for people of all walks of life, with an emphasis on sharing with underserved 
populations. 
 
In 2015, BODYTRAFFIC was selected by the Obama Administration to be cultural ambassadors of 
the United States to Israel and Jordan via DanceMotion USA℠, a dynamic cultural diplomacy 
program that supports United States foreign policy goals by engaging international audiences 
through educational opportunities, cultural exchange, and performance. Produced by BAM 
(Brooklyn Academy of Music), DanceMotion USA℠is a program of the Bureau of Educational and 
Cultural Affairs of the US Department of State. BODYTRAFFIC has also served as cultural 
ambassadors of the United States in South Korea (2016), in Algeria (2017-2018), and in Indonesia 
(2018). 
 
BODYTRAFFIC has received generous support from the New England Foundation for the Arts, 
Princess Grace Foundation, The Joyce Theater Foundation, The Sydney D. Holland Foundation, 
Mortimer & Mimi Levitt Foundation, The Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles, The 
Rosalinde and Arthur Gilbert Foundation, Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation, American Jewish University, 
Loyola Marymount University, and The Agency. 

 
SHIFT Dance Intensive 2019 Survey 
 
Name (optional/can remain anonymous) ______________________________________________ 
Can SHIFT Dance Intensive quote you?  YES  NO 
Describe your experience in 5 words: 
 
How was this experience different than other workshops/intensives that you have participated in? 
 
 




What do you imagine will stick with you from this week? 
 
 





List at least 3 living choreographers that you’d do anything to be in the room with / would return to SHIFT 
Dance Intensive to work with: 
 
 
Please share any additional comments for SHIFT Dance Intensive, Kelsey, Joe or Haley that you might have: 
